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Welcome to the special 2017 eclipse issue of the Spectrum.
Along with the usual informa on presented in the Spectrum
you will also find links, resources, ar cles, photos, and all kinds
of eclipse related informa on to share with family, friends, and
onlookers. The materials are presented for your use courtesy
NASA and Night Sky Network.

h ps://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/
h ps://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/download‐view.cfm?
Doc_ID=588
h ps://buﬀaloeclipse.org/
…..and don’t forget
h p://buﬀaloastronomy.com/

The Usual Schedule for BAA Events:
July 13
July 22
Aug 5
Aug 19
Aug 21

Wilson Star Search
BAA Annual Star Party at Beaver Meadow Observatory
Public Night Beaver Meadow Observatory
Wilson Star Search
Wilson Star Search will be viewing the Total Solar
Eclipse – If you know what’s good for you, you really
want to be on CENTER LINE at a clear loca on. Also, be
mobile and ready to move
Aug 26 Larry Carlino’s Star Party! See inside for more details!
Sept 2 Public Night Beaver Meadow Observatory
Sept 8 BAA mee ng at Buﬀalo State 7:30pm
Sept 9 Wilson Star Search
Sept 22‐24 Black Forest Star Party
Oct 7 Public Night Beaver Meadow Observatory
Oct 13 (our lucky) BAA mee ng, Buﬀalo State – 7:30pm
Oct 14 Wilson Star Search
Nov 10 BAA mee ng, Buﬀalo State – 7:30pm
Dec 8 BAA Holliday Party Buﬀalo State – 7:30pm

Hope all you eclipse chasers are successful, I can’t wait
to hear everyone’s tale of their adventures. See you at the
Observatory!
Daniel Marcus

Observatory Report
THANK YOU to Derek Bill for his dona on of a New ATIK 383L color CCD cam‐
era. The Fun has been on an exponen al increase at the Observatory. We are cur‐
rently acquiring an oﬀ axis guider and guide camera to use with the new camera
just to add to the fun. In spite of the weather, here is one of the first images we
have managed to take with this new camera.
As you can see I have a lot to learn about color processing.

Just for fun we also imaged Comet Johnson while the Full Moon was up, we used
the ST‐9 to autoguide on the Comet. The longest exposure we could take without
picking up too much light from the Moon was 4 minutes so we took 7 images at 4
min each and combined in DeepSkyStacker using comet stacking mode to get this
image. Note: we need to use dark frames, dithering, and flat fielding to really be
able to stretch the data, The Full Moon was out but we were having so much fun
we did not bother, so here is the rude and crude version.

Observatory updates:
We are s ll in the process of learning new camera so ware, and new cam‐
eras. So it is a great me to visit the Observatory on Tues nights if you want to
learn how things work. The power cables for the new cameras have been in‐
stalled. Gene T has installed a surveillance camera which is now spying on the
scope so we can watch it move without leaving the Cooled/Heated/bug free
warming room :‐) . The snacks are ge ng more heart friendly (strawberries are
in season as I write this).
The Tues night group made a slight tweak to the collima on on the C‐14 and it
seems to be giving a sharper image, only me will tell. We have not had clear
enough skies to really give it a good test.
Tues Night at the Observatory will con nue as usual on M/T/W nights
whichever is clearest. Stay tuned to the egroups, or let me know and I will in‐
clude you on the "Tue Night" email list.

Reminder: You planning an Eclipse Trip and want to stay in touch with all the
other eclipse chasers?? I will be star ng an email list like my Tues Night list only
I will NOT send out using blind copies, and will NOT post it on the E‐groups.
Since we will all be chasing the same “sucker holes” I am sure we will be going
to the same loca ons. If you want in on the Eclipse Chasing list, contact me at
DMa3141551@msn.com . That way we can all keep in touch, On cloudy
"Tuesday nights" from now ll the eclipse we will be working on Eclipse imaging
programs. Keep in mind you only have 2min 45sec max to view the eclipse.
Knowing how awesome it is, you want to spend all your me looking at it and
not through your camera! Best to learn all about what to do and prac ce it
LONG before August 21!

Loaner Scopes ‐ The Observatory has several loaner scopes you can check
out for 4 weeks at a me. We have a Celestron 8" on a tracking German Equato‐
rial Mount and a 6" Dobson. If you wish to borrow one of these scope's see
Gene Timothy on a "Tues" night.

A Modern Day Eddington Experiment

Image Credit: Royal Astronomical Society / NASA Universe of Learning

During the total solar eclipse in 1919, Sir Arthur Eddington mounted an expedi on that confirmed the gravi‐
ta onal lensing predic on made by Albert Einstein’s General Theory of Rela vity. Einstein’s calcula ons pre‐
dicted that the apparent posi ons of stars near the Sun would shi by a distance that was two mes larger
than that calculated using Newtonian gravity. The success of Einstein’s new theory launched him into inter‐
na onal prominence, drama cally changing the scien fic paradigm describing space and me. During the
2017 Great American Eclipse, ci zen scien sts will have the opportunity to use modern equipment to repeat
this historical experiment.
NASA’s Universe of Learning has worked with experts in using aﬀordable astronomical instrumenta on to
provide resources and suggested equipment that may allow you to improve on Eddington’s historic experi‐
ment. Much has changed in almost 100 years and the many advances in astronomy equipment mean that
amateur astronomers can now do the same science more easily and cheaply than what once required a cost‐
ly, a massive interna onal expedi on.
You can find out more on this remarkable project, including informa on on suggested equipment and data
analysis, on their oﬃcial website: h p://epo.sonoma.edu/projects‐2/nasas‐universe‐of‐learning/solar‐
eclipse‐2017 , or contact Rachel Freed directly at rachel@universe.sonoma.edu

Join the Eclipse Mega Movie Project!
We’re excited to announce an opportunity to contribute to a first‐of‐its‐kind ci zen science project:
the Eclipse Mega Movie Project! The organizers are looking to get photographs of the upcoming August 21st
total solar eclipse to build a movie of images from coast to coast. The MegaMovie Project needs skilled pho‐
tographers to help create the movie, as well as support the solar science opportuni es presented during the
eclipse itself. For more on the goals of the project.
, The MegaMovie organizers aim to recruit over 1,000 amateur photographers and astronomers who will be
on the path of totality on August 21, 2017. Team members receive training and submit a prac ce image be‐
fore the eclipse. Once you qualify, you will receive a pin to designate your status as an oﬃcial photographer
for the project. Your name will also be included in the credits of the final Eclipse Megamovie. If you want to
par cipate, visit their oﬃcial website (h ps://eclipsemega.movie/)and SIGN IN to apply!
This is the base equipment necessary for par cipa ng in the Eclipse Megamovie Project:
 Camera: DSLR (digital single lens reflex)
 Telephoto or zoom lens: minimum focal length of 300mm
 A stable and level tripod
 Ability to identify the GPS coordinates and time to the nearest second
You can find out much more about the Megamovie from a webinar we hosted with Dr. Laura Pe colas on the
YouTube page. Check it out to find out even more details on the Megamovie project, including some of its
history and more details on the project's goals and requirements for par cipants. As always, the latest info
can be found on their oﬃcial site, which will be constantly updated as August 21, 2017 approaches.

h ps://eclipsemega.movie/

Safe Solar Eclipse Viewing
Solar eclipses bring out the day me sky watcher in everyone. You have may have seen how
surprised people are when presented with a view of the Sun. A er all, we have all been told
to never look at the Sun. That is very good advice, almost all of the me! However, as dedi‐
cated observers we know how to make viewing the Sun safe and enjoyable for all.
Your #1 priority during solar viewing is to protect your eyesight! There are a few ps to al‐
ways follow when observing the Sun, even during eclipses:

1. NEVER look directly at the Sun with your unshielded eyes.
2. NEVER look at the Sun with sunglasses.
3. NEVER look at the Sun through fog or clouds, or through a "shield" made from
household materials.
With that always‐needed reminder out of the way, we will present a few ways you can safely
observe our nearest star.
Eclipse Shades
Look sharp when checking out the next eclipse with some cardboard
solar shades! You can order them online, or you may even be able to
buy them from your local museum or observatory's gi shop. You will
want to double check their ra ngs to be certain that they are safe to
use during an eclipse.
Solar Viewer
Viewers work in very much the same way as eclipse shades. Again,
make sure you check their safety ra ngs before ordering them online.
Glass Telescope Solar Filters
Checking out sunspots? A white light glass filter is one of your best
op ons. Special coated glass filters a ach to the ends of your telescope and oﬀer a very nice
white light view through your telescope. You can add diﬀerent colored planetary filters in
your eyepieces to add a touch of color or draw out certain details, such as
granula on or diﬀeren a on between the umbra and penumbra in sun‐
spots. You can also use solar film to cover the end of your telescope, but
again, check their safety ra ng, and you must remember that any wrinkle or
tear in the film renders the film unsafe to use, ever. A glass filter, while more
expensive, is much more durable.

Specialized Solar Telescope
Do you want to see filaments and prominences? A hydro‐
gen‐alpha telescope is for you. They tend to be rather ex‐
pensive, but do provide amazing views of the Sun's weath‐
er. Loops from flaming prominences, filaments, granula on,
and more are all easily visible via these very amazing
scopes. Your local astronomy club or park may oﬀer solar
observing via one of these amazing instruments, and it will
be an experience you will never forget!
Check out the NASA Eclipse Page for their map of the par‐
al solar eclipse of October 23. Professor Andrew Fraknoi
has also produced a guide for the eclipse for viewers in
North America.
Observing the sun indirectly, via projec on or other methods, is also perfect for eclipses. The
ASP's Linda Shore has also wri en up a great ar cle on how to safely observe the eclipse us‐
ing indirect methods, including projec on box, the leaves of
trees, and even your
own fingers!

STAR PARTY (rain or shine)
At the home of Larry Carlino on Saturday, August 26, from 7:30PM to midnight at 7118
Kinne Rd. in the Town of Lockport.
Phone (716) 433‐3432.
Larry has fairly dark skies with a good southern horizon.
Check out the collec on of some 4 dozen telescopes includ‐
ing Takahashi refractors, a C‐14 in a domed observatory, and
a 28‐inch Dobsonian.
If you shop at Amazon, here is an easy way to donate to one of your favorite astronomy organizations:
Go to; https://smile.amazon.com/
After submitting your Amazon login credentials, select:
"Pick your own charitable organization"
Specify:
Buffalo Astronomical Association Inc
Location: Buffalo NY

Cereal Box Eclipse Viewer

Looking directly at the sun is extremely dangerous, damage to the re na occurs in a few seconds and is not
reversible. During a solar eclipse (moon blocking the sun) it is very temp ng to look directly at this event, do‐
ing so usually results in eye damage.
The event can be safely viewed by looking at a projected image of the sun.
A small hole in a piece of foil acts much like a lenses, crea ng an image. A device that uses a small hole to
create an image is called a pin‐hole viewer.

Building a Pin‐Hole Viewer

A cereal box makes an excellent pin‐hole viewer. (Any box will do).

If the bo om of the box isn't white, glue a white piece of paper to the bo om.

This makes it easier to see the projected image.

Cut the ends oﬀ the box tabs as shown. This creates two openings, one for the foil the other for viewing.

Tape aluminum foil over one of the openings.

With a small (~ 3mm diameter) nail, push a hole through the foil.
The size of the hole isn't cri cal, you can experiment with diﬀerent sizes.

Hold the finished pin‐hole viewer with the sun shining on the pin‐hole.
The sun will be behind you. Never look directly at the sun!

While looking in the opening, move the box un l an image of the sun appears on the bo om.
You are now safely viewing an image of the sun. This is a safe way to view an eclipse.

An eclipse would look like this through your pin‐hole viewer.

Eyes Eclipse 2017 Web Applica on

Explore mul ple views of the eclipse using this web‐based applica on from the makers of NASA’s Eyes.
In this interac ve, web‐based 3D simula on, you can click anywhere on the Earth to preview your view of the August 21st, 2017
total eclipse. This will work in the web browser on your desktop, laptop, as well as newer tablets and phones, either in iOS or An‐
droid! (See the list below for details.) Just launch the website, click “Enter,” and away you go!
Once you enter the site, first see the Earth, with the shadow of the moon on it. The largest circle is the part of the moon’s shadow
called the penumbra, which will par ally block the sun. The niest circle along the thin line in the center is called the umbra, and it
is the only loca on where you can see a total eclipse of the sun. Click and drag on the Earth to move it around, or zoom in with
your mouse to get close to the surface. You can simply click on any loca on to see an inset of the sun, and it will show how much
the moon will block it during the eclipse. You can click and drag inside the inset window to change the me, or use the ver cal me
bar on the right side of the screen to go forward and backward over the three hour and twelve minute me frame that the eclipse
happens in North America.
You can click on the “plus” bu on at the bo om of the screen and type in any city you want, and add it to the list of ci es, like add‐
ing a bookmark. Then you can easily switch between various loca ons. The simula on is pre‐loaded with the views for Kansas City,
Los Angeles, and Miami.
REMEMBER: DO NOT look directly at the sun during the eclipse without proper solar filters! You could severely damage your eyes.

Eclipse Misconceptions
Humans have watched eclipses since before the dawn of wri en history, and during this long span of me
our scien fic understanding of the physical world has grown enormously. As a consequence, many of the
older ideas we had about the causes and eﬀects of total solar eclipses have been replaced by detailed
physical explana ons. Nevertheless, some older ideas seem remarkably resistant to replacement by the
more scien fically‐correct explana ons. Here are a few of the most popular ones!

Total solar eclipses produce harmful rays that can cause blindness.
During a total solar eclipse when the disk of the moon fully covers the sun, the brilliant corona emits only
electromagne c radia on, though some mes with a greenish hue. Scien sts have studied this radia on for
centuries. Being a million mes fainter than the light from the sun itself, there is nothing in the coronal
light that could cross 150 million kilometers of space ,penetrate our dense atmosphere, and cause blind‐
ness. However, if you watched the sun before totality, you will catch a glimpse of the brilliant solar surface
and this can cause re nal damage, though the typical human ins nctual response is to quickly look away
before any severe damage has actually occurred.

If you are pregnant you should not watch an eclipse because it can harm your baby.
This is related to the previous false idea that harmful radia ons are emi ed during a total solar eclipse.
Although the electromagne c radia on from the corona, seen as light, is perfectly safe, there is another
form of radia on that travels to Earth from the sun. Deep in the solar interior where nuclear fusion takes
place to light the sun, par cles called neutrinos are born, and zip unimpeded out of the sun and into space.
They also pass through the solid body of the moon during the eclipse and a second or so later reach Earth
and pass through it too! Every second, your body is pelted by trillions of these neutrinos no ma er if the
sun is above or below the horizon. The only consequence is that every few minutes a few atoms in your
body are transmuted into a diﬀerent isotope by absorbing a neutrino. This is an en rely harmless eﬀect
and would not harm you, or if you are pregnant, the developing fetus.

Eclipses will poison any food that is prepared during the event.
Related to the false idea of harmful solar rays is that during a total solar eclipse, some kind of radia on is
produced that will harm your food. If that were the case, the same radia ons would harm the food in your
pantry, or crops in the field. The basic idea is that total solar eclipses are terrifying and their ghostly green
coronae look frightening, so it is natural to want to make up fearful stories about them and look for coinci‐
dences among events around you. If someone is accidentally food‐poisoned with potato salad during an
eclipse, some might argue that the event was related to the eclipse itself even though hundreds of other
people at the same loca on were not at all aﬀected.

Eclipses are harbingers of something very bad about to happen.
A classic case of what psychologists call ConfirmaƟon Bias is that we tend to remember all the occasions
when two things happened together, but forget all of the other mes when they did not. This gives us a
biased view of causes and eﬀects that we remember easily, because the human brain is predisposed to
looking for, and remembering, pa erns that can be used as survival rules‐of‐thumb. Total solar eclipses are
not o en recorded in the historical record, but they do tend to be recorded when they coincide with other

historical events. For example in 763 B.C., early Assyrian records men on an eclipse in the same passage as
an insurrec on in the city of Ashur, now known as Qal'at Sherqat in Iraq, sugges ng that the ancient people
linked the two in their minds. Or when King Henry I of England, the son of William the Conqueror, died in
A.D. 1133, the event coincided with a total solar eclipse. With a li le work you can also find numerous cases
when something good happened!

There are no total solar eclipses at Earth’s North or South Poles.
In fact, there is nothing especially unique about these loca ons from an astronomical standpoint. The last
total solar eclipse viewed from the North Pole area was on March 20, 2015 and passed right over the North
Pole itself at which me it came to an end exactly at the Spring Equinox! The last total solar eclipse viewed
from the South Pole area was on November 23, 2003.

The moon turns completely black during a total solar eclipse.
Although it is diﬃcult to see the New Moon and check out this idea, we don’t actually have to make this diﬃ‐
cult observa on. Look at the first quarter moon and you will discover that the dark lunar surface beyond the
crescent is weakly illuminated. This is because, as viewed from the moon, Earth is very bright in the sky and
its weak light is enough to turn the lunar surface a pale milky white. This is called earthshine, and the same
thing applies during a total solar eclipse. Most of Earth’s surface is actually in broad daylight oﬀ the path of
totality, and from the moon it would be in full phase, shining down on the lunar surface at its brightest.
So, during a total solar eclipse, the lunar surface will be dimly seen due to earthshine, surrounded by the
much more brilliant corona of the sun!

The corona of the sun has always been observed during a total solar eclipse
It is hard not to imagine that the way things are now is the way they have always been, but in the case of the
sun we can never be too sure. We already know that the familiar 11‐year sunspot cycle seemingly ‘vanished’
in the 1700s during what scien sts call the Maunder Minimum. There have been a number of accounts of
total solar eclipses da ng back to the me of the Ancient Greeks, but curiously descrip ons of the contem‐
porary corona, which is the most drama c feature, are either not provided or are only barely men oned. Po‐
et Archilochus spoke of the total solar eclipse of 6 April 647 B.C.E. and failed to men on the corona “There is
nothing beyond hope, nothing that can be sworn impossible, nothing wonderful, since Zeus, father of the
Olympians, made night from mid‐day, hiding the light of the shining Sun, and sore fear came upon
men.” Johannes Kepler during the eclipse of October 12, 1605 was happy to men on the ‘Red Flames’ visi‐
ble around the rim of the sun, but no men on of what we now see as a dazzling corona! It wasn’t un l the
eclipse of May 3, 1715 described by astronomer Edmund Halley from England that we get our first genuine
corona descrip on as a’… luminous ring of pale whiteness’. So, did the sun go through a thousand‐year peri‐
od of not having a significant corona at all? We may never know for certain!

Solar Eclipses foretell major life changes and events about to happen
This is a common interpreta on found in astrological forecasts, which are themselves based upon coinci‐
dences and non‐scien fic beliefs in how celes al events control human behavior. A common qualifica on is
that if the eclipse doesn’t foretell a change in your life it may foretell a change in that of your friends. This is
a logically‐flawed used of confirmaƟon bias in which you prove a cause‐and‐eﬀect rela onship by ignoring
failures and only consider successful forecasts. There is nothing other than human psychology that connects
eclipses with future events in your life.

Solar eclipses are a sign of an excep onal celes al event taking place in me and space.
Actually, because they can be mathema cally predicted across thousands of years, solar eclipses are a re‐
aﬃrma on that there is a sublime clock‐work regularity to the universe as Sir Isaac Newton admired over
300 years ago.

Solar eclipses six months a er your birthday, or on your birthday, are a sign of impending
bad health.
This is a common belief among astrologers, and once again is only supported by confirmaƟon bias. There is
no physical rela onship between a total solar eclipse and your health, any more than there is a rela onship
between your health and a new moon. Among a random sample of people, you may find such correla ons
from me to me but they are outnumbered by all the other occasions during which your health was excel‐
lent.

Total Solar Eclipse 2017 App

Explore Total Solar
Eclipse, our first mo‐
bile app that incorpo‐
rates livestreaming.
This free app gives you
access to our live vid‐
eo streams of the total
solar eclipse occurring
on August 21, 2017,
which will cross from
the west to east coasts
of the United States.
Tune in to five simultaneous video streams, all from your smart phone or tablet:






Live coverage hosted by Exploratorium educators and NASA scien sts
Live coverage in Spanish hosted by Exploratorium educators
Non‐narrated 3‐hour live telescope view of the full eclipse as seen from Oregon
Non‐narrated 3‐hour live telescope view of the full eclipse as seen from Wyoming
Live telescope view with live musical sonifica on and accompaniment by the Kronos
Quartet

Night Sky Star Charts
Buﬀalo Night Sky
Beaver Meadow Public Night
Wilson Star Search

BAA Oﬃcers and General Informa on
President: Mike Anzalone
AstronomyRocks@roadrunner.com
Vice President: Michael Humphrey
Secretary: Neal Ginsberg
Treasurer: DaRand Land
At Large Directors:
Steve Smith
Taylor Cramer
Noah Erhart (Elected)
Observatory Co-Directors:
Dan Marcus (716) 773-5015
Gene Timothy

College of Fellows: Rowland Rupp
(716) 839-1842
Spectrum Editor: Michael Humphrey
Submissions: jetpac@iname.com
Star Parties: Dan Marcus
BAA Yahoo E Group: Dennis Hohman
BAA Website Webmaster: Gene Timothy
BAA voice mail box: (716) 629-3098
Website:

www.buffaloastronomy.com

Location / Time of Meetings: BAA meetings are held on the 2nd Friday of the month from September to
June starting at 7:30pm. Our meetings are held in room C122 of the Classroom Building at the Buffalo
State Campus. See map below, building 35.

